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Abstract— The principal idea behind this project was to have
a robotic manipulator reach a target while avoiding obstacles in
the configuration space of the manipulator using visual servoing
techniques. This project deals with one of the fundamental
problems of visibility planning, i.e. the robot needs to find a spot
for its hand camera which will give it a very good view of the
target object and in turn will help in the localization of the
target object. After the object has been localized, a regular
planner can be used to plan for a trajectory to the target object.
The problem of visibility planning has been tackled in this
project using various AI optimization approaches.

I. INTRODUCTION
The robot that has been used in this project is the Baxter1
robot in the ARC2 lab. The Baxter robot is a comparatively
inexpensive robot with two 7 DOF arms and a head capable
of being tilted vertically and horizontally. It also comes
equipped with two hand cameras and one head mounted
camera. The main idea behind this project is to find a pose for
the hand camera which will ensure that the target object is
visible, i.e. the important feature points on the target object
are visible. Initially, it is assumed that a part of the object is
visible, i.e. not all the feature points are visible but a few.
Using these few feature points and given the geometric model
of the object, the object is reconstructed in the world space
using a PnP solver. Now that the object has been localized to
some extent, the problem of visibility planning gets simplified
a bit, i.e. the camera needs to see the reconstructed object.
This problem is tackled using one of the optimization
methods known as Simulated Annealing. A globally optimal
solution is not desired as an optimal solution which gives the
location of the feature points of the target object will be
sufficient. Simulated Annealing does a very good job of
arriving at optimal solutions. A suitable cost function/energy
function was chosen which incorporated the visibility of the
object (using a ray tracing metric), the manipulability of the
arm and the distance of the pose in question from the object.
A suitable temperature schedule based on an exponentially
decreasing function is chosen and a probability function is
chosen. The neighbourhood sampling is done in the task
space of the robot and every sample is IK verified before
proceeding further. After the algorithm outputs a good
solution, the hand is moved to that location. If the object’s
feature points are in the field of view of the camera, then it is
desired to use the PnP solver again to localize the object
accurately and move to it. Other methods like random
1
The Baxter robot was at my disposal all the time. I have also been
developing software APIs for the Baxter for the past couple of months.
2
All work was done at the ARC lab under the guidance of Prof. Dmitry
Berenson.

sampling and random neighbourhood sampling have also
been used to compare results with the performance of
Simulated Annealing.
II. RELATED WORK
Work in the field of visibility planning has been done
before at various universities. Kuffner and Vahrenkamp have
tackled this problem in their paper where they distributed the
task of motion planning into two parts – motion planning to
get to a position near the target object which makes sure that
the target object is in the field of view of the camera and from
then on, use visual servoing to grasp the object. Tsai and
Allen have done significant work in a model based and task
driven vision system that automatically plans vision sensor
parameters so that task requirements are satisfied. In one of
their earlier works, they figured out the important features in
an object that should be attainable like if the object is in
focus, magnification and other parameters.
Cheng and Tsai have worked on this problem by defining
various parameters and simulating the entire model in a
graphics engine. They designed the models in their world and
in place of a camera, used a light source and figured out
which parts of the target object was illuminated. This gave an
idea about the visible parts of an object. Work has also been
done in motion planning taking into account occlusion of the
object, i.e. the goal was to move the manipulator towards the
object while making sure that the object had a significant part
inside the field of view of the camera. Without visual sensors,
work has been done by Landa, Galkowski and others from
UCLA worked in the area of path planning and mapping with
limited sensor data which is very similar to this project.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The essential problem that is being tackled in this project
is visibility planning of a robot manipulator. To understand it
better, the system setup is described. Initially the exact
location of the target/goal object is unknown. However, a
small portion of the object is visible through the hand camera
of the arm. From this visible portion, an approximate
estimation of the location and orientation of the object is
done. Then using Simulated Annealing, the task space of the
hand camera is sampled and using a suitable energy function
and temperature schedule, the least energy position is chosen
which promises a better view of the target object. Then the
hand camera is moved to the new “suitable” location. This
goes on iteratively until the entire object is within the frame
of the camera. Once the object is entirely visible, the location
of the object can be better estimated. Then the arm is moved
to the object.

Taking soome ideas froom the work of Cheng annd Tsai,
instead of reeconstructing the entire world
w
in a ggraphics
engine, primiitive ray traccing functionss have been used to
determine if an object iss visible or not.
n
Essentiallly, this
method consiists of shootinng rays from the
t camera innside the
field of view cone and figuring out the visible portioon of an
object by calcculating the nuumber of rays that hit the obbject.
IV. OBJECTT RECONSTRU
UCTION
Object recconstruction iss in itself a verry varied fieldd. In this
project, objecct reconstructiion is the parrt that deals w
with the
reconstructionn of the object features fro
om the initiall partial
view of the object througgh the hand camera.
c
Becaause the
ultimate goall of this prooject was to test how sim
imulated
annealing perrformed in estiimating a betteer viewing poosition, a
very simple aand naive appproach was ussed to reconsttruct the
object.
Initially, tthe user is preesented with a video feed ffrom the
hand camera. The user thenn selects the feeature vectors that are
visible. The ggeometric moodel of the tarrget object is known.
Using the geeometric moddel of the ob
bject and the feature
vectors as inpput to a geneeric PnP solveer, the transfoormation
matrix betweeen the objectt and the cam
mera frame iss found.
Using this traansformation matrix,
m
the app
proximate possition of
the object is ffound and is drrawn on to a visualizer.
v

mental properrty of
Accepting worrse solutions is a fundam
metaheuristics
m
because
b
it alloows for a mo
ore extensive search
s
fo
or the optimal solution.
In practice, simulated annnealing is a very
v
straightfoorward
an
nd simple algo
orithm to impllement. It con
nsists of an eff
fficient
neeighbourhood sampler, an energy functtion, a tempeerature
scchedule and a probabilityy function. The
T
algorithm
m for
Siimulated Anneealing is as folllows –
Si
imulated Annealing
A
s ← s0
e ← E(s)
sbest
← s
b
ebest
← e
b
k ← 0
wh
hile k < kmax and e > emax
T ← tempe
erature(k/
/kmax)
snew ← nei
ighbour(s)
)
enew ← E(s
snew)
if Prob(e
e, enew, T)
) > Pthresh then
s ← snew and e ← enew
if enew < ebest then
n
sbest ← snew and e best ← enew
k ← k + 1
re
eturn sbestt

Initially, a random state is chosen. The
T energy foor this
staate is calculated. The tempeerature is decreased accordding to
th
he temperaturee schedule. T
The next statte is sampledd. The
en
nergy of this state is calculaated. If the eneergy is less than the
cu
urrent energy, then this staate is accepteed. If the energy is
more,
m
then th
he probabilitty function which takess the
tem
mperature and
d the energies of the currentt and the next states
giives out a prob
bability of accceptance of th
he new state. If
I it is
ov
ver a certain threshold,
t
it iis accepted orr else it is rejected.
Th
his goes on till the temperaature reaches 0. The best energy
e
staate is stored an
nd at the end of the algorith
hm, this best energy
e
staate is the one that
t is chosen..
Fig 1: Green ddots represent thhe reconstructed object from thee camera.
(Visualized in RV
Viz)

V. SIMULLATED ANNEA
ALING
Simulatedd Annealing is
i a generic metaheuristic
m
method
for the globbal optimizatiion problem of locating a good
approximationn to the globaal optimum off a given functtion in a
large search space. This method is based on thee metal
annealing meethod in metalllurgy which involves heatting and
controlled coooling of a material
m
to inccrease the sizze of its
crystals and rreduce the deffects. Both thee defects and size are
dependent onn the thermodyynamic energiies. The same amount
of cooling briings the same amount of deecrease in tempperature
but comes with a biggger or smalller decrease in the
thermodynam
mic free energgy depending
g on the ratee that it
occurs, with a slower rate producing a bigger
b
decreaase. This
notion of sloow cooling is
i implementeed in the Sim
imulated
Annealing alggorithm as a slow
s
decreasee in the probabbility of
accepting woorse solutions as it explorees the solutionn space.

A.. Neighbourh
hood Samplingg
The sampling
g space is the task space of the hand cam
mera of
th
he robot. Essentially the task space consists
c
of all
a the
po
ositions and orientations aattainable by
y the hand camera
irrrespective off collisions w
with itself orr the environnment.
Raandom camerra position saamples are geenerated. Sam
mpling
orrientations is a difficult taask to do an
nd because inn this
paarticular problem, the finaal orientation of the camera is
kn
nown, i.e. it should pointt towards thee target objecct. To
sp
pecify the orieentation, we ne
need to determ
mine the quaterrnions
th
hat correspond to the transfoormation of th
he Z axis in thee base
fraame to the vector
v
joining
th
he centroid of
o the
_
reeconstructed object
o
and thee camera possition.
is
_
esssentially the Z axis of the ccamera. So, by
y rotating the Z axis
off the base fram
me about (
) by an angle given
_
by
y
.
, the required orientation can
c be
_
ob
btained. Sincee the angle and axis is already theree, the
qu
uaternions aree computed ffor the orientation. In thiss way,
saamples are generated for the entire task space byy just
geenerating rand
dom positions and calculating the orientaations.

After a samplle has been generated,
g
the sample is tessted if it
has a valid IK
K solution andd if it is in collision with anny of the
world objectss. If it is nott, then this is regarded as a valid
sample.
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C.. Temperaturre Schedule
An exponeentially decrreasing temp
perature schhedule
(aannealing schedule) was uused in this case. One of
o the
im
mportant criteria for a tem
mperature sch
hedule is thatt it is
su
upposed to hit 0 at the end tto let the algo
orithm know thhat its
tim
me to stop. But because the exponen
ntial never reeaches
ab
bsolute 0, a sto
op condition w
was set at T = 0.001.
T

Fig 2: Grey spphere about the rigght arm is the task
k space of the righht arm.

The first saample in the algorithm s0 is a random sample.
Then on, the samples are generated ran
ndomly withinn a 5cm
neighbourhoood of the previious sample.
B. Energy function
mpassed all th
he essential atttributes
A functionn which encom
of a good configuration annd a quantitattive representtation of
the visible oobject featurees was devised. Two parrameters
(manipulabilitty and the distance
d
of the
t
object frrom the
sampled cam
mera position) quantifying th
he desirabilityy of the
sampled conffiguration is used.
u
The maanipulability m
measure
gives a betterr score for coonfigurations that
t
are fartheer away
from a singulaar configuratioon. It is calcullated as follow
ws –
m
min
J is the Jaacobian of thee arm at that configuration
c
and the
manipulabilityy score M iss the minimum eigenvaluee of the
product of thee Jacobian mattrix.

o the
The coefficient A deteermines the curviness of
scchedule. The value of A w
was chosen using
u
the folloowing
fo
ormula –
1
log
T0 is the iniitial temperatuure, TN is thee lowest attaiinable
temperature and N is the nuumber of step
ps that is desirred to
mum temperatture TN.
geet to the minim
D. Probability Function
The probabillity function sselected here is the one ussed by
y accepted over the
Kirkpatrick et al which has been widely
yeears.
,
1,
0,
e
of thee sampled staate and Eprev is the
Enew is the energy
en
nergy of the cu
urrent state. A
At the start of the process, Eprev is
seet to 0.

The distaance of the object
o
from the sampled camera
position is alsso important because
b
of the camera estim
mation. If
the camera is too far away from the objeect, then it willl not be
able to do a goood job at estiimating the po
osition of the oobject.
Ray tracinng as described above in section
s
III is used to
determine thee visibility of the
t object in th
he image fram
me at the
sampled locattion. The ray tracing appro
oach is appliedd twice.
In the first casse, the numberr of rays passiing through thhe object
( 1
) annd the numbber of rays passing throuugh the
obstacles
aand
then
is
deteermined
the
objecct
( 1
). In the
t second caase, the same thing is
done but insstead of all the
t rays, only
y the rays thhat pass
through the feeature points of
o the object are
a taken into account
( 2
2
).
are
Then
thesee
normalized bby taking the ratio with ju
ust the rays thhat pass
through the oobject in both the cases ( 1
2
).
So, the final eenergy functioon is –

Fig 3: Flow diagram of the Vissibility planning algorithm
a
pipelinne.

Fig 4: Screenshoot depicting the sampled
s
configurration where the algorithm
is in the processs of finding a bettter configuration
n. Red box is thee obstacle,
gray rectangular frame is an approoximation of the field of view at thhat pose.

Fig
g 5: After the sim
mulated annealing has been applied and the optimal goal
g
determined.

VII. ACKNO
OWLEDGEMEN
NTS
VI.. RESULTS
w
quite proomising.
The resultts obtained in this project were
This method was comparred with two naive approaaches –
random samppling and randdom neighbou
urhood sampliing. The
criterion for ssuccess was chhosen as the visibility of sixx feature
points on the object after moving
m
to thee “supposedlyy” better
viewing posittion as determ
mined by the method
m
used. R
Random
sampling’s biiggest disadvantage was sampling
s
of vvalid IK
configurations. The posess it sampled were mostly wrong.
Random Neigghbourhood sampling also didn’t give aanything
better. Randoom neighbourhhood sampling
g gave more vvalid IK
poses becauuse the sampples were being
b
taken in the
neighbourhoood of a corrrect pose sam
mple. It stilll didn’t
perform well and timed out
o usually wiith really badd scores.
Simulated Annnealing perfoormed successfully on 17 occcasions
with an averrage restart rate
r
of 4.96. The time taaken by
simulated annnealing on avverage was ab
bout 4 minuttes. The
following tablle shows the results
r
in a quaantitative form
mat –

Method

Trialls

Successses

Rem
marks

Simulated
d
Annealingg

25

17

4.96 resstarts (3
to 4 mi
minutes)

1

Timedd out.
Impo ssible
configuurations
samppled.

1

Timedd out.
Posssible
configuurations
were saampled.

Random
Samplingg

9

Random
Neighbourhoood
Samplingg

10

Table 1: Compaarison with other methods.
m

I am very graateful to Profeessor Dmitry Berenson
B
for giving
g
me
m the opportunity to work aand supervise on a project where
w
I could use thee valuable AII knowledge gained througgh his
ork at the AR
RC lab
lectures and also for allowinng me to wo
would also like
l
to extennd my
with the Baxter robot. I w
b who helpedd with
grratitude to thee members off the ARC lab
th
heir suggestion
ns during the llab meetings/d
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